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In this paper, the negative ion behavior in a C4F8 inductively coupled plasma (ICP) is investigated

using a hybrid model. The model predicts a non-monotonic variation of the total negative ion

density with power at low pressure (10–30 mTorr), and this trend agrees well with experiments that

were carried out in many fluorocarbon (fc) ICP sources, like C2F6, CHF3, and C4F8. This behavior

is explained by the availability of feedstock C4F8 gas as a source of the negative ions, as well as by

the presence of low energy electrons due to vibrational excitation at low power. The maximum of

the negative ion density shifts to low power values upon decreasing pressure, because of the more

pronounced depletion of C4F8 molecules, and at high pressure (�50 mTorr), the anion density

continuously increases with power, which is similar to fc CCP sources. Furthermore, the negative

ion composition is identified in this paper. Our work demonstrates that for a clear understanding of

the negative ion behavior in radio frequency C4F8 plasma sources, one needs to take into account

many factors, like the attachment characteristics, the anion composition, the spatial profiles, and

the reactor configuration. Finally, a detailed comparison of our simulation results with experiments

is conducted. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4926867]

I. INTRODUCTION

Negative ions are important reactive species in fluoro-

carbon (fc) plasma sources used for Si-based etching proc-

esses. They play a crucial role in (i) the plasma chemistry,

particulate and dust formation,1–3 (ii) the plasma physics,

plasma instability,4 the formation of a double layer,5 and the

drift ambipolar bulk field6 and modified Bohm velocity,7 as

well as in (iii) the etching characteristics, by alleviating the

charging effect.8 Due to their vital role in the fields above,

much effort is paid to investigating the negative ion behavior

in fc plasmas, like developing diagnostic techniques,9–11

characterizing attachment reactions,12–14 identifying the

negative ion composition,15–17 and parametric studies of the

anion density by varying pressure and power.18–20

Some experiments observed a non-monotonic variation

of the negative ion density with applied power at low

pressure (10 mTorr) in fc inductively coupled plasmas

(ICPs),19,20 like CHF3, C2F6, and C4F8. However, the reason

for this trend is not clear yet. In the experimental work of

Hebner et al.,19,20 it was related to a power dependent

change in the density of one or more of the potential anion

precursor species. However, the explanation was not proven

by direct evidence, since experimental studies of the anion

behavior usually cannot provide many details of the plasma

dynamics. In the modeling work of Refs. 21 and 22, the

non-monotonic variation of the anion density with power

was also predicted and was attributed to the competition

between the increasing rates of dissociation and dissociative

attachment of the feedstock molecules, caused by an increase

in the electron temperature upon increasing power.21

Nevertheless, these modeling studies were not purely aimed

at investigating the negative ion properties, and hence not all

aspects were taken into account.

We believe that the experimentally observed non-

monotonic behavior of the negative ion density is correlated

with several factors, the parent attachment characteristics,

the anion composition, and the spatial characteristics in the

plasma. Therefore, it needs a more systematic study. To ver-

ify the above considerations, we use in this paper the hybrid

plasma equipment model (HPEM) to elaborately study the

anion behavior in a C4F8 ICP source. The specific goals of

this work include: (i) exploring the mechanisms that deter-

mine the non-monotonic variation of negative ion density

with power at low pressure; (ii) studying the pressure de-

pendence of this non-monotonic behavior in a wider pressure

range; and (iii) identifying the negative ion composition.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

In this section, the HPEM model is described, together

with the ICP reactor configuration and the C4F8 chemical

reaction set. The model was developed by Kushner and his

team.23–25 It is composed of several modules and can be

used to investigate the electron behavior (like non-local26

and harmonic effects27), the chemical characteristics (like

the chemical composition28) and the surface kinetics (like

etching, deposition, and implantation29). In this work, the

three main modules are applied, i.e., the Fluid Kinetics

Module (FKM), the Electron Energy Transport Module

(EETM), and the Electromagnetic Module (EMM). The

flowchart of the hybrid model is given in Fig. 1. The fluid

kinetics module includes a set of fluid equations, like mass,

momentum, and energy conservation equations of different
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species, together with the Poisson equation. It is used to

describe the behavior of the charged and neutrals species,

and the electrostatic field. The two-dimensional profile of the

electron conductivity, obtained from this module, is intro-

duced into the EMM to calculate the fields. The EETM can

be based on solving the Boltzmann equation or on a Monte

Carlo approach. We made use of the latter, the so-called

Electron Monte Carlo Module (EMCM). It accounts for the

non-local dynamic behavior of electrons at low pressure. It

tracks a number of test particles that are advanced by the

known electromagnetic (EM) and electrostatic fields, as well

as their collisions with neutrals, and it finally collects the tra-

jectories of the electrons to calculate the electron energy dis-

tribution functions (eedfs). The transport and rate

coefficients of electrons and the electron temperature, used

in the fluid equations of the FKM, are calculated by integrat-

ing the eedfs that are multiplied by the related electron-

impact cross sections, for the reaction rate coefficients, and

by the electron kinetic energy, to obtain the electron temper-

ature. The Electromagnetic Module includes the Maxwell’s

equations that contain the plasma current density by using

the Ohm’s heating law. As mentioned above, it produces the

spatially revolved EM field. The EM field, together with the

electrostatic field from the FKM, is transported back into the

EMCM for updating the test particle trajectories. The three

modules are iterated with each other until a final steady state

is reached. The main equations used in these three modules

are given in the Appendix.

The schematic diagram of the ICP reactor considered in

this work is given in Fig. 2. The height and radius of the re-

actor are 18.3 cm and 15 cm, respectively. Axially, a quartz

dielectric window, about 1 cm thick and located at about

z¼ 14 cm, separates the main discharge chamber from the

vessel that mounts the two-turn electromagnetic coil. At the

bottom of the chamber, a wafer of 10.5 cm in radius is

placed. The conventional 13.56 MHz power source is sup-

plied to the coil, and for investigating the bulk plasma prop-

erties, the wafer is not biased in this work. The gas flows

into the chamber through the gas nozzle and it leaves the

chamber through the pumping port at the chamber bottom

edge. In all cases, the feedstock gas flow rate is fixed at 30

sccm. The pressure is varied in the range of 10–50 mTorr.

Note that the pressure is taken as boundary condition in the

fluid equations of the feedstock gas. It is set at the outlet of

the chamber. We believe that the bulk of the chamber has a

similar pressure as at the outlet, considering that the pressure

is low and that a well-stirred approximation can be assumed.

The coil power is varied in a wide range, 0.2–4 kW, for bet-

ter understanding the negative ion behavior. We used a con-

stant mesh size of 0.2 cm in the axial and radial direction.

This value is much larger than the Debye length, which is in

the order of 0.002 cm at the conditions under study, but this

is no problem in this type of hybrid model.

The reaction set for the C4F8 plasma source is mostly

based on the work of Ref. 28. It can, in fact, be divided into

different sub-sets, which apply to more simple fc plasma sour-

ces, like CF4 and C2F6. The reactions of the light CFa

(a¼ 1–4) and C2Fb (b¼ 3–6) species, including both neutrals

and ions, as well as the electron reactions, were presented in

our two previous papers.30,31 The reactions of the heavy fc spe-

cies, like C3Fc and C4Fd, are listed in Ref. 32, where the frag-

mentation behavior of a C4F8 ICP is studied. In the present

paper, the reaction subsets of CFa, C2Fb, and heavy fc species

are separately listed in Tables I–III. The references where these

reaction data are adopted from can be found in our previously

published papers.30–32 Moreover, in this work, we focus on the

various negative ion production processes, i.e., the parent and

dissociative electron attachments with fc species, as well as

their loss mechanisms, like autodetachment, collisional stabili-

zation and dissociation of excited parent anions, and neutrali-

zation and collisional detachment of F�. Therefore, these

processes are summarized in Table IV for better reference.

In the surface reaction set, all ions and excited neutrals

are recycled back into the plasma as ground-state neutrals af-

ter neutralization and de-excitation, respectively. The F atoms

and light fc neutrals are assumed to stick to the surface with

specific probabilities, as explained in detail in Ref. 30. The

heavy fc neutrals are all reflected from the surface into the

plasma. We believe that this assumption will not strongly

influence the main characteristics of this fc plasma source,

since many experiments already revealed that light fc neutrals

indeed dominate over heavy polymeric species in a C4F8

plasma.33–36 The F and CF3 neutrals will recombine with

themselves after sticking on the surface and return into the

FIG. 1. Flowchart of the three main modules in the hybrid plasma equipment

model.

FIG. 2. Schematic picture of the ICP reactor assumed in the model.
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TABLE I. Chemical reaction set for the CFa (a¼ 1–4) species. The rate coefficients or cross sections are all adopted from Ref. 30. The gas temperature (T) is

in K.

No. Reaction Rate coefficienta Threshold (eV) Reaction type

1 eþCF4! eþCF4 c 0 Momentum transfer

2 eþCF4! eþCF4(v2,4) c 0.05 Vibrational excitation

3 eþCF4! eþCF4(v1,3) c 0.11 Vibrational excitation

4 eþCF4!F�þCF3 c 3.0 Dissociative attachment

5 eþCF4!CF3
�þF c 4.0 Dissociative attachment

6 eþCF4!CF3
þþFþ eþ e c 16.25 Dissociative ionization

7 eþCF4!CF3
þþFþþ eþ eþ e c 35.0 Dissociative ionization

8 eþCF4!CF2
þþFþFþ eþ e c 20.0 Dissociative ionization

9 eþCF4!CFþþFþF2þ eþ e c 25.0 Dissociative ionization

10 eþCF4!FþþCF3þ eþ e c 30.0 Dissociative ionization

11 eþCF4!CF3þFþ e c 12.0 Dissociation

12 eþCF4!CF2þFþFþ e c 14.0 Dissociation

13 eþCF4!CFþFþF2þ e c 18.0 Dissociation

14 eþCF3!CF3þ e c 0 Momentum transfer

15 eþCF3! eþCF3(v2,4) c 0.05 Vibrational excitation

16 eþCF3! eþCF3(v1,3) c 0.11 Vibrational excitation

17 eþCF3!F�þCF2 c 4.4 Dissociative attachment

18 eþCF3!CF2þFþ e c 7.7 Dissociation

19 eþCF3!CF3
þþ eþ e c 8.9 Ionization

20 eþCF3!CF2
þþFþ eþ e c 17.0 Dissociative ionization

21 eþCF3!CFþþFþFþ eþ e c 20.0 Dissociative ionization

22 eþCF3!FþþCF2þ eþ e c 20.0 Dissociative ionization

23 eþCF3
þ!CF2þF c 0 Dissociative recombination

24 eþCF2!CF2þ e c 0 Momentum transfer

25 eþCF2! eþCF2(v2,4) c 0.05 Vibrational excitation

26 eþCF2! eþCF2(v1,3) c 0.11 Vibrational excitation

27 eþCF2!F�þCF c 4.4 Dissociative attachment

28 eþCF2!CFþFþ e c 8.7 Dissociation

29 eþCF2!CF2
þþ eþ e c 11.0 Ionization

30 eþCF2!CFþþFþ eþ e c 14.0 Dissociative ionization

31 eþCF2!FþþCFþ eþ e c 30.0 Dissociative ionization

32 eþCF2
þ!CFþF c 0 Dissociative recombination

33 eþCF!CFþ e c 0 Momentum transfer

34 eþCF! eþCF(v2) c 0.14 Vibrational excitation

35 eþCF!CþFþ e c 5.6 Dissociation

36 eþCF!CFþþ eþ e c 10.38 Ionization

37 eþF2!F2þ e c 0 Momentum transfer

38 eþF2!F2(v)þ e c 0.11 Vibrational excitation

39 eþF2!F�þF c 0 Dissociative attachment

40 eþF2! eþF2(*)!FþFþ e c 3.16 Excitation and dissociation

41 eþF2! eþF2(*)!FþFþ e c 4.34 Excitation and dissociation

42 eþF2!F2(*)þ e c 11.57 Excitationb

43 eþF2!F2(*)þ e c 13.08 Excitationb

44 eþF2!F2
þþ eþ e c 15.69 Ionization

45 eþF2
þ!FþF c 0 Dissociative recombination

46 eþF!Fþ e c 0 Momentum transfer

47 eþF! F*þ e c 12.70 Excitation

48 eþF!Fþþ eþ e c 17.42 Ionization

49 eþF*! Fþ e c �12.7 Superelastic collision

50 eþF*!Fþþ eþ e c 0 Multistep ionization

51 eþFþ!F c 0 Recombination

52 F�þCF3
þ!CF2þF2 8.7� 10�8 0 Dissociative recombination

53 F�þCF3
þ!CF2þFþF 3.0� 10�7� (T/298)�0.5 0 Dissociative recombination

54 F�þCF3
þ!CF3þF 3.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

55 F�þCF2
þ!CFþF2 9.1� 10�8 0 Dissociative recombination

56 F�þCF2
þ!CF2þF 5.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

57 F�þCFþ!CFþF 9.8� 10�8 0 Recombination

58 F�þCFþ!CþFþF 7.0� 10�7 � (T/298)�0.5 0 Dissociative recombination

59 F�þF2
þ! FþF2 9.4� 10�8 0 Recombination
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plasma as F2 and C2F6 molecules, respectively. More details

about the surface reaction set can be found in Refs. 30–32.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Section III A, the calculated total and individual anion

densities as a function of power, at a pressure of 10, 30, and

50mTorr, are analyzed. Subsequently, the underlying mecha-

nisms determining the anion behavior, i.e., the availability of

feedstock molecules and the electron kinetics, are discussed

in Section III B. Next, the importance of parent and dissoci-

ated negative ions at different discharge conditions is identi-

fied in Section III C. Finally, a detailed comparison of our

simulation results with existing experimental data is pre-

sented in Section III D.

A. Variation of negative ion densities with power and
pressure

In Fig. 3, the total negative ion density and the densities

of the main negative ions, i.e., the excited C4F8
�* ions, the

ground-state C4F8
� ions, and the F� ions, are plotted versus

power, at 10, 30, and 50 mTorr. As seen in Fig. 3(a), at 30

mTorr, the total negative ion density first increases with

power and then decreases. At lower pressure (�10 mTorr),

the non-monotonic trend is also visible, but the maximum

density moves significantly to lower power values. At higher

pressure (�50 mTorr), the density continuously increases

with power, i.e., the maximum is not yet reached within the

power range under study. The experimentally observed

non-monotonic variation of negative ion density with power

at 10 mTorr (Refs. 19 and 20) is correctly predicted by the

TABLE I. (Continued.)

No. Reaction Rate coefficienta Threshold (eV) Reaction type

60 F�þFþ! FþF 7.1� 10�7 0 Recombination

61 CF3
�þCF3

þ!CF3þCF3 3.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

62 CF3
�þCF2

þ!CF3þCF2 5.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

63 CF3
�þCFþ!CF3þCF 7.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

64 CF3
�þFþ!CF3þF 7.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

65 CF3
�þF2

þ!CF3þF2 5.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

66 F�þCF3!CF4þ e 4.0� 10�10 0 Detachment

67 F�þCF2!CF3þ e 3.0� 10�10 0 Detachment

68 F�þCF!CF2þ e 2.0� 10�10 0 Detachment

69 F�þC!CFþ e 1.0� 10�10 0 Detachment

70 F�þF!F2þ e 1.0� 10�10 0 Detachment

71 FþCF3!CF4 2.0� 10�11 0 Recombination

72 FþCF2!CF3 1.8� 10�11 0 Recombination

73 FþCF!CF2 9.96� 10�11 0 Recombination

74 F2þCF3!CF4þF 1.88� 10�14 0 Recombination

75 F2þCF2!CF3þF 8.3� 10�14 0 Recombination

76 CF3
þþCF3!CF3

þþCF3 1.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

77 CF2
þþCF4!CF3

þþCF3 4.0� 10�10 0 Charge and atom exchange

78 CF2
þþCF3!CF3

þþCF2 1.48� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

79 CF2
þþCF2!CF2

þþCF2 1.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

80 CF2
þþCF!CF3

þþC 2.06� 10�9 0 Charge and atom exchange

81 CF2
þþC!CFþþCF 1.04� 10�9 0 Charge and atom exchange

82 CFþþCF4!CF3
þþCF2 1.8� 10�10 0 Charge and atom exchange

83 CFþþCF3!CF3
þþCF 1.71� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

84 CFþþCF!CFþþCF 2.0� 10�10 0 Charge exchange

85 FþþCF4!CF3
þþF2 1.0� 10�9 0 Charge and atom exchange

86 FþþCF3!CF2
þþF2 1.09� 10�9 0 Charge and atom exchange

87 FþþCF2!CFþþF2 2.28� 10�9 0 Charge and atom exchange

88 FþþF2!F2
þþF 7.94� 10�10 0 Charge exchange

89 FþþF!FþþF 1.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

90 F2
þþCF4!CF3

þþFþF2 1.0� 10�10 0 Charge and atom exchange

91 F2
þþCF3!CF3

þþFþF 1.6� 10�9 0 Charge and atom exchange

92 F2
þþCF2!CF2

þþF2 1.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

93 F2
þþCF2!CF3

þþF 1.79� 10�9 0 Charge and atom exchange

94 F2
þþCF!CF2

þþF 2.18� 10�9 0 Charge and atom exchange

95 F2
þþC!CFþþF 1.04� 10�9 0 Charge and atom exchange

96 F2
þþF2!F2

þþF2 1.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

97 CF3
�þF!CF3þF� 5.0� 10�8 0 Charge exchange

aThe unit of the rate coefficient is cm3 s�1. The letter c represents that the coefficient is calculated from the electron Monte Carlo module based on the corre-

sponding electron impact cross sections.
bThe excited F2 species found in the reactions (42) and (43) are not considered as separate species in the model, but the reactions are included because they

affect the electron energy.
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TABLE II. Chemical reaction set for C2Fb (b¼ 3–6) species. The rate coefficients or cross sections are all adopted from Ref. 31. The electron temperature (Te)

is in eV.

No. Reaction Rate coefficienta Threshold (eV) Reaction type

1 eþC2F6! eþC2F6 c 0 Momentum transfer

2 eþC2F6! eþC2F6(v1) c 0.089 Vibrational excitation

3 eþC2F6! eþC2F6(v2) c 0.1387 Vibrational excitation

4 eþC2F6! eþC2F6(v3) c 0.155 Vibrational excitation

5 eþC2F6! eþC2F6(*) c 7.2 Electronic excitationb

6 eþC2F6! eþCF3þCF3 c 12.3 Dissociation

7 eþC2F6! eþ eþCF3
þþCF3 c 14.2 Dissociative ionization

8 eþC2F6!CF3þCF3
� c 2.494 Dissociative attachment

9 eþC2F6!C2F5þF� c 2.494 Dissociative attachment

10 eþC2F5!C2F5þ e c 0 Momentum transfer

11 eþC2F5!C2F5(v1)þ e c 0.089 Vibrational excitation

12 eþC2F5!C2F5(v2)þ e c 0.1387 Vibrational excitation

13 eþC2F5!C2F5(v3)þ e c 0.155 Vibrational excitation

14 eþC2F5! eþC2F5(*) c 7.2 Electronic excitationb

15 eþC2F5! eþCF3þCF2 c 12.3 Dissociation

16 eþC2F5! eþ eþCF3
þþCF2 c 14.5 Dissociative ionization

17 eþC2F5! eþ eþC2F5
þ c 12.5 Ionization

18 eþC2F5!CF2þCF3
� c 2.494 Dissociative attachment

19 eþC2F4! eþC2F4 c 0 Momentum transfer

20 eþC2F4! eþC2F4(v1) c 0.16 Vibrational excitation

21 eþC2F4! eþC2F4(v2) c 0.23 Vibrational excitation

22 eþC2F4!CF2þCF2 c 5.0 Dissociation

23 eþC2F4! eþ eþC2F4
þ c 9.89 Ionization

24 eþC2F4! eþ eþC2F3
þþF c 15.85 Dissociative ionization

25 eþC2F4! eþ eþCFþþCF3 c 17.68 Dissociative ionization

26 eþC2F3! eþCF2þCF 1.0� 10�8�Te
0.906� exp(�5.0/Te) 2.0 Dissociationc

27 eþC2F5
þ!CF2þCF3 8.0� 10�8�Te

�0.5 4.0 Dissociative recombinationc

28 eþC2F4
þ!CF2þCF2 8.0� 10�8�Te

�0.5 4.0 Dissociative recombinationc

29 eþC2F3
þ!CF2þCF 8.0� 10�8�Te

�0.5 5.0 Dissociative recombinationc

30 F�þC2F5
þ!FþC2F5 8.0� 10�8 0 Recombination

31 F�þC2F4
þ!CFþCF2þF2 8.2� 10�8 0 Dissociative recombination

32 F�þC2F3
þ!FþC2F3 8.0� 10�8 0 Recombination

33 CF3
�þC2F5

þ!CF3þC2F5 1.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

34 CF3
�þC2F4

þ! CF3þC2F4 1.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

35 CF3
�þC2F3

þ! CF3þC2F3 1.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

36 CF3þCF3
�!C2F6þ e 1.0� 10�10 0 Electron detachment

37 CþC2F4!C2F3þCF 1.91� 10�10 0 Atom exchange

38 FþC2F4!CF3þCF2 4.8� 10�11 0 Atom exchange

39 FþC2F5!CF3þCF3 1.0� 10�11 0 Atom exchange

40 FþC2F3!C2F4 1.0� 10�12 0 Atom exchange

41 F2þC2F4!C2F5þF 3.5� 10�16 0 Atom exchange

42 CF2þCF3!C2F5 1.0� 10�12 0 Atom exchange

43 CF3þCF3þM!MþC2F6 3.94� 10�29 0 Atom exchanged

44 CF3þCF3!C2F6 8.3� 10�12 0 Atom exchange

45 CF2þCF2!C2F4 7.21� 10�14 0 Atom exchange

46 CF3
þþC2F6!C2F5

þþCF4 2.5� 10�12 0 Charge exchange

47 CF2
þþC2F4!C2F4

þþCF2 1.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

48 CF2
þþC2F6!C2F5

þþCF3 3.5� 10�11 0 Charge exchange

49 CFþþC2F4!CF3
þþCFþCF 2.6� 10�10 0 Charge exchange

50 CFþþC2F6!CF3
þþC2F4 2.0� 10�10 0 Charge exchange

51 FþþC2F6!C2F5
þþF2 1.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

52 FþþC2F5!C2F4
þþF2 1.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

53 FþþC2F4!C2F4
þþF 1.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

54 F2
þþC2F5!C2F5

þþF2 1.0� 10�10 0 Charge exchange

55 F2
þþC2F4!C2F4

þþF2 1.0� 10�10 0 Charge exchange
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TABLE III. Chemical reactions for the C3Fc and C4Fd species considered in the model. The rate coefficients or cross sections are all adopted from Ref. 32.

The electron temperature (Te) is in eV.

No. Reaction Rate coefficienta Threshold (eV) Reaction type

1 eþC3F5!C2F3þCF2þ e 1:8� 10�8 � T0:52
e � exp � 12:3

Te

� �
5.0 Dissociation

2 eþC3F5!C2F4þCFþ e 1:8� 10�8 � T0:52
e � exp � 12:3

Te

� �
5.0 Dissociation

3 eþC3F5
þ!C2F3þCF2 8:0� 10�8 � T�0:5

e 0.0 Dissociative recombination

4 eþC3F6!C3F6
þþ eþ e 1:4� 10�8 � T0:68

e � exp � 10:6
Te

� �
9.89 Parent ionization

5 eþC3F6!C2F3þCF3þ e 1:8� 10�8 � T0:52
e � exp � 12:3

Te

� �
5.0 Dissociation

6 eþC3F6!C2F4þCF2þ e 1:8� 10�8 � T0:52
e � exp � 12:3

Te

� �
5.0 Dissociation

7 eþC3F6
þ!C2F4þCF2 8:0� 10�8 � T�0:5

e 0.0 Dissociative recombination

8 eþC3F7!C2F4þCF3þ e 1:8� 10�8 � T0:52
e � exp � 12:3

Te

� �
5.0 Dissociation

9 eþC3F7
þ!C2F4þCF3 8:0� 10�8 � T�0:5

e 0.0 Dissociative recombination

10 eþC4F7!C2F4þC2F3þ e 5:7� 10�8 � T0:28
e � exp � 8:0

Te

� �
12.3 Dissociation

11 eþC4F7!C4F7
þþ eþ e 1:4� 10�8 � T0:68

e � exp � 10:6
Te

� �
14.2 Parent ionization

12b eþC4F7
þ!C2F4þC2F3 8:0� 10�8 � T�0:5

e 0.0 Dissociative recombination

13 eþC4F8!C4F8þ e c 0.0 Momentum transfer

14 eþC4F8!C4F8(v1)þ e c 0.12 Vibrational excitation

15 eþC4F8!C2F4þC2F4þ e c 8.0 Dissociation

16 eþC4F8!C4F8
�* c 0.0 Excited parent attachment

17 eþC4F8!F�þC4F7 c 3.0 Dissociative attachment

18 eþC4F8!C3F5
þþCF3þ eþ e c 11.5 Dissociative ionization

19 eþC4F8!C2F4
þþC2F4þ eþ e c 12.3 Dissociative ionization

20 eþC4F8!FþþC4F7þ eþ e c 12.9 Dissociative ionization

21 eþC4F8!CF3
þþC3F5þ eþ e c 12.7 Dissociative ionization

22 eþC4F8!CF2
þþC3F6þ eþ e c 13.4 Dissociative ionization

23 eþC4F8!CFþþC3F7þ eþ e c 14.1 Dissociative ionization

24 eþC4F8!C3F6þCF2þ e c 10.0 Dissociation

25 F�þC3F5
þ!C2F4þCF2 8:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

26 F�þC3F6
þ!C2F4þCF3 8:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

27 F�þC3F7
þ!C2F6þCF2 8:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

28 F�þC4F7
þ!C2F5þC2F3 8:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

29 CF3
�þC3F5

þ!CF3þC3F5 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

30 CF3
�þC3F6

þ!CF3þC3F6 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

31 CF3
�þC3F7

þ!CF3þC3F7 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

32 CF3
�þC4F7

þ!CF3þC4F7 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

33 C4F8
�þFþ!C4F8þF 2:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

34 C4F8
�þF2

þ!C4F8þF2 1:5� 10�7 0 Recombination

35 C4F8
�þCþ!C4F8þC 3:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

36 C4F8
�þCFþ!C4F8þCF 1:5� 10�7 0 Recombination

37 C4F8
�þCF2

þ!C4F8þCF2 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

38 C4F8
�þCF3

þ!C4F8þCF3 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

TABLE II. (Continued.)

No. Reaction Rate coefficienta Threshold (eV) Reaction type

56 C2F4
þþC2F4!C2F4þC2F4

þ 4.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchangee

57 C2F5
þþC2F5!C2F5þC2F5

þ 4.0� 10�9 0 Charge exchangee

aThe unit of the rate coefficient is cm3 s�1. The letter c represents that the coefficient is calculated from the electron Monte Carlo module based on the corre-

sponding electron impact cross sections.
bThe excited C2F6 and C2F5 species found in reactions (5) and (14), respectively, are not considered as separate species in the model, but the reactions are

included because they affect the electron energy.
cIn the expression of the rate coefficients, Te represents the electron temperature, with units of eV.
dThis is a three-body reaction. M stands for the third body and represents the sum of all neutrals considered in the model. The rate coefficient of this reaction is

in units of cm6 s�1.
eThe charge exchange reactions (56) and (57) do not change the density of the reacting species, but only their momentum and energy by means of the momen-

tum and energy balance equations of ions and neutrals.
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TABLE III. (Continued.)

No. Reaction Rate coefficienta Threshold (eV) Reaction type

39 C4F8
�þC2F3

þ!C4F8þC2F3 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

40 C4F8
�þC2F4

þ!C4F8þC2F4 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

41 C4F8
�þC2F5

þ!C4F8þC2F5 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

42 C4F8
�þC3F5

þ!C4F8þC3F5 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

43 C4F8
�þC3F6

þ!C4F8þC3F6 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

44 C4F8
�þC3F7

þ!C4F8þC3F7 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

45 C4F8
�þC4F7

þ!C4F8þC4F7 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

46 C4F8
�*þFþ!C4F8þF 2:0� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

47 C4F8
�*þF2

þ!C4F8þF2 1:5� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

48 C4F8
�*þCþ!C4F8þC 3:0� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

49 C4F8
�*þCFþ!C4F8þCF 1:5� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

50 C4F8
�*þCF2

þ!C4F8þCF2 1:0� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

51 C4F8
�*þCF3

þ!C4F8þCF3 1:0� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

52 C4F8
�*þC2F3

þ!C4F8þC2F3 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

53 C4F8
�*þC2F4

þ!C4F8þC2F4 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

54 C4F8
�*þC2F5

þ!C4F8þC2F5 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

55 C4F8
�*þC3F5

þ!C4F8þC3F5 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

56 C4F8
�*þC3F6

þ!C4F8þC3F6 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

57 C4F8
�*þC3F7

þ!C4F8þC3F7 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

58 C4F8
�*þC4F7

þ!C4F8þC4F7 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

59 FþC4F7!C2F4þC2F4 1:0� 10�11 0 Atom exchange

60 FþC3F6!C3F7 1:0� 10�12 0 Recombination

61 F2þC3F6!C3F7þF 3:5� 10�16 0 Atom exchange

62 CF3
þþC3F5!C3F5

þþCF3 7:04� 10�10 0 Charge exchange

63 CF3
þþC3F7!C3F7

þþCF3 7:04� 10�10 0 Charge exchange

64 C4F8
�þF!C4F8þF� 1:0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

65 C4F8
�*þM!C4F8

�þM 1:0� 10�10 0 De-excitation

66 C4F8
�*!C4F8þ e 1:0� 105 0 Autodetachment

67 C3F5
þþC3F5!C3F5þC3F5

þ 3:0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

68 C3F7
þþC3F7!C3F7þC3F7

þ 3:0� 10�9 0 Charge exchange

69 C3F7
þþC2F4!C4F8þCF3

þ 2:0� 10�11 0 Charge and atom exchange

aThe unit of the rate coefficient is cm3 s�1 for the two-body reactions. The letter c means that the rate coefficient is calculated from the electron energy trans-

port module based on the corresponding electron impact cross sections.
bThe rate coefficients of the first 1-12 reactions are obtained from by integrating a Maxwellian EEDF, whereas in reality the EEDF might deviate from a

Maxwellian distribution. However, it is believed that this approximation will not affect the final results too much since these heavy species are not predominant

in the discharges.

TABLE IV. Reactions of negative ion production and loss channels in a C4F8 plasma source, included in our model. The rate coefficients or cross sections are

all adopted from Refs. 30–32. The gas temperature (T) is in K.

No. Reaction Rate coefficienta Threshold (eV) Reaction type

1 eþCF4!F�þCF3 c 3.0 Dissociative attachment

2 eþCF4!CF3
�þF c 4.0 Dissociative attachment

3 eþCF3!F�þCF2 c 4.4 Dissociative attachment

4 eþCF2!F�þCF c 4.4 Dissociative attachment

5 eþC2F6!CF3þCF3
� c 2.494 Dissociative attachment

6 eþC2F6!C2F5þF� c 2.494 Dissociative attachment

7 eþC2F5!CF2þCF3
� c 2.494 Dissociative attachment

8 eþC4F8!C4F8
�* c 0.0 Excited parent attachmentb

9 eþC4F8!F�þC4F7 c 3.0 Dissociative attachment

10 F�þC3F5
þ!C2F4þCF2 8:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

11 F�þC3F6
þ!C2F4þCF3 8:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

12 F�þC3F7
þ!C2F6þCF2 8:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

13 F�þC4F7
þ!C2F5þC2F3 8:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

14 CF3
�þC3F5

þ!CF3þC3F5 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

15 CF3
�þC3F6

þ!CF3þC3F6 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

16 CF3
�þC3F7

þ!CF3þC3F7 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

17 CF3
�þC4F7

þ!CF3þC4F7 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

18 C4F8
�þFþ!C4F8þF 2:0� 10�7 0 Recombination
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TABLE IV. (Continued.)

No. Reaction Rate coefficienta Threshold (eV) Reaction type

19 C4F8
�þF2

þ!C4F8þF2 1:5� 10�7 0 Recombination

20 C4F8
�þCþ!C4F8þC 3:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

21 C4F8
�þCFþ!C4F8þCF 1:5� 10�7 0 Recombination

21 C4F8
�þCF2

þ!C4F8þCF2 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

22 C4F8
�þCF3

þ!C4F8þCF3 1:0� 10�7 0 Recombination

23 C4F8
�þC2F3

þ!C4F8þC2F3 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

24 C4F8
�þC2F4

þ!C4F8þC2F4 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

25 C4F8
�þC2F5

þ!C4F8þC2F5 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

26 C4F8
�þC3F5

þ!C4F8þC3F5 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

27 C4F8
�þC3F6

þ!C4F8þC3F6 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

28 C4F8
�þC3F7

þ!C4F8þC3F7 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

29 C4F8
�þC4F7

þ!C4F8þC4F7 9:0� 10�8 0 Recombination

30 C4F8
�*þFþ!C4F8þF 2:0� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

31 C4F8
�*þF2

þ!C4F8þF2 1:5� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

32 C4F8
�*þCþ!C4F8þC 3:0� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

33 C4F8
�*þCFþ!C4F8þCF 1:5� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

34 C4F8
�*þCF2

þ!C4F8þCF2 1:0� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

35 C4F8
�*þCF3

þ!C4F8þCF3 1:0� 10�7 0 De-excitation and Recombination

36 C4F8
�*þC2F3

þ!C4F8þC2F3 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

37 C4F8
�*þC2F4

þ!C4F8þC2F4 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

38 C4F8
�*þC2F5

þ!C4F8þC2F5 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

39 C4F8
�*þC3F5

þ!C4F8þC3F5 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

40 C4F8
�*þC3F6

þ!C4F8þC3F6 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

41 C4F8
�*þC3F7

þ!C4F8þC3F7 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

42 C4F8
�*þC4F7

þ!C4F8þC4F7 9:0� 10�8 0 De-excitation and Recombination

43 C4F8
�*þM!C4F8

�þM 1:0� 10�10 0 De-excitationb

44 C4F8
�*!C4F8þ e 1:0� 105 0 Autodetachmentc

45 F�þCF3
þ!CF2þF2 8.7� 10�8 0 Dissociative recombination

46 F�þCF3
þ!CF2þFþF 3.0� 10� 7� (T/298)�0.5 0 Dissociative recombination

47 F�þCF3
þ!CF3þF 3.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

48 F�þCF2
þ!CFþF2 9.1� 10�8 0 Dissociative recombination

49 F�þCF2
þ!CF2þF 5.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

50 F�þCFþ!CFþF 9.8� 10�8 0 Recombination

51 F�þCFþ!CþFþF 7.0� 10� 7 �(T/298)�0.5 0 Dissociative recombination

52 F�þF2
þ! FþF2 9.4� 10�8 0 Recombination

53 F�þFþ! FþF 7.1� 10�7 0 Recombination

54 CF3
�þCF3

þ!CF3þCF3 3.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

55 CF3
�þCF2

þ!CF3þCF2 5.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

56 CF3
�þCFþ!CF3þCF 7.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

57 CF3
�þFþ!CF3þF 7.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

58 CF3
�þF2

þ!CF3þF2 5.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

59 F�þCF3!CF4þe 4.0� 10� 10 0 Detachment

60 F�þCF2!CF3þe 3.0� 10� 10 0 Detachment

61 F�þCF!CF2þ e 2.0� 10� 10 0 Detachment

62 F�þC!CFþe 1.0� 10� 10 0 Detachment

63 F�þF!F2þ e 1.0� 10�10 0 Detachment

64 F�þC2F5
þ! FþC2F5 8.0� 10�8 0 Recombination

65 F�þC2F4
þ!CFþCF2þF2 8.2� 10�8 0 Dissociative recombination

66 F�þC2F3
þ! FþC2F3 8.0� 10�8 0 Recombination

67 CF3
�þC2F5

þ!CF3þC2F5 1.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

68 CF3
�þC2F4

þ! CF3þC2F4 1.0� 10� 7 0 Recombination

69 CF3
�þC2F3

þ! CF3þC2F3 1.0� 10�7 0 Recombination

70 CF3þCF3
�!C2F6þ e 1.0� 10�10 0 Electron detachment

aThe unit of the rate coefficient is cm3 s�1 for the two-body reactions. The letter c means that the rate coefficient is calculated from the electron energy trans-

port module based on the corresponding electron impact cross sections.
bAccording to experiments,37 the parent or non-dissociative attachment of low energy electrons with C4F8 proceeds in two steps, i.e., first formation of excited

negative ions (C4F8
�*, for which the internal excitation energy is larger than the electron affinity), followed by relaxation to ground state C4F8

� by collision

with heavy neutral species. These two steps are represented in our reaction set by Nos. 8 and 43, respectively.
cThe lifetime of C4F8

�* for autodetachment was measured as 10 ls using time-of-flight mass spectrometry.13 Thus, we estimated the rate coefficient of this

process as 105 s�1.
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model. Moreover, the continuously increasing anion density

with power at 50 mTorr is similar to the behavior observed

in fc ccp sources, in C4F8, CF4, CHF3, C2F6, and C3F8, under

similar discharge conditions (�100 mTorr).17,18

From Fig. 3(b), it is clear that the C4F8
�* density varies

with power in almost the same way as the total negative ion

density of Fig. 3(a), at the three different pressures. It indi-

cates that in C4F8 ICP sources, the excited parent anions

predominantly determine the variation of the total negative

ion density. This is because, as mentioned in Refs. 12–14,

for large-size fc molecules, like C4F8, the cross section for

parent attachment is higher than for dissociative attachment,

as compared with smaller fc molecules, like CF4 and C2F6.

This behavior was also reported by Kono and Ohya,17 who

predicted that in a C4F8 ccp source at low power and large

availability of feedstock gas, the heavy negative ions, prob-

ably the parent anions, dominate. Moreover, it is well known

that the residence time of the feedstock gas in an ICP reactor

(i.e., around 100 s of ms) is longer than in a ccp (i.e., typi-

cally �10 ms), as the ICP reactor size is larger.38–40 Thus,

the electrons will have more chance for directly colliding

with background C4F8 molecules, which enhances even the

production of parent anions.

As appears from Fig. 3(c), the trend of the C4F8
� ground

state density with power at the three pressures is basically

the same as for the excited C4F8
�* anions. Nevertheless, the

variation of the C4F8
� density is always ahead of the C4F8

�*

density. In particular, at 30 mTorr, the peak of the C4F8
�

density appears at a lower power value (1–1.5 kW) than for

the C4F8
�* density (2.5 kW). This is because the C4F8

� ions

are exclusively produced by de-excitation of C4F8
�*, and

thus their density evolution will be naturally limited by the

concentration of their precursor, C4F8
�*. Besides, the C4F8

�

densities are somewhat higher than the C4F8
�* densities.

This is because the rate of C4F8
�* de-excitation (reaction

No. 43 in Table IV) is quite high, due to the high density of

the reactant M, i.e., the sum of all fc neutrals (including

C4F8), thus leading to a strong transfer of C4F8
�* to C4F8

�.

However, in spite of its lower density, C4F8
�* still deter-

mines the trend of the total anion density with power,

because it is the precursor of C4F8
�. Therefore, in Sec. III B,

the production mechanisms of C4F8
�*, and not of C4F8

�,

will be analyzed.

Fig. 3(d) shows that the F� density continuously

increases with power at 30 and 50 mTorr, while at 10 mTorr,

it goes over a maximum at a certain power, although this

power value is much higher than for the parent anions. The

F� ions can be produced by electron dissociative attachment

to both C4F8 and fragmented fc neutrals. At high pressure, the

continuous increase of the F� density is due to higher

FIG. 3. Total negative ion density (a), C4F8
�* density (b), C4F8

� density (c), and F� density (d) versus power at three different gas pressures. The densities of

all negative ions are spatially averaged.
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production of dissociated fc neutrals with power. The non-

monotonic variation of the F� density at low pressure indi-

cates that both C4F8 and the fc neutrals are depleted by

ionization.

B. Production of the negative ions

As mentioned before, the excited C4F8
�* ions determine

the total negative ion behavior with power. Hence, we dis-

cuss here the production mechanism of this species. We

know that the C4F8
�* ions are exclusively produced by par-

ent attachment of electrons with feedstock C4F8 molecules;

see reaction No. 8 in Table IV. Thus, the density product of

electrons and C4F8 molecules will determine the C4F8
�* den-

sity. Therefore, we plot in Fig. 4(a) this density product

against power at the three different pressures, with their

maxima set equal to 1. To facilitate the analysis, the C4F8
�*

densities, also normalized, are plotted in Fig. 4(b) for com-

parison. It is clear that the trends in both figures are very

similar. There are only some small differences, e.g., at

30 mTorr, the C4F8
�* density has its maximum at 2.5 kW,

while the density product peaks at 2.0 kW. The non-

monotonic variation as a function of power for the (spatially

averaged) density product at 10 and 30 mTorr can be clari-

fied based on the evolution of its spatial profile with power.

Fig. 5 illustrates the product of electron and C4F8 den-

sity profiles at different power values and a fixed pressure of

30 mTorr. The product first increases up to 1100 W and then

begins to drop. At the same time, the spatial profile of the

product changes significantly. At low power, like 500 W, the

product reaches its maximum under the dielectric window.

When increasing the power up to 2000 W, the peak shifts to-

ward the axis center, and a secondary peak arises near the re-

actor sidewall, or more specifically near the gas inlet. Upon

further increasing the power, the central peak moves down-

ward from the dielectric window toward the reactor bottom,

while the secondary peak near the gas inlet becomes more

pronounced, and a minimum is reached in the heating area

under the dielectric window. The latter is attributed to severe

depletion of the C4F8 gas molecules, which are more effi-

ciently converted into reactive species (radicals and ions)

upon increasing power. This depletion cannot be counter-

acted by the increased electron density. Thus, we can con-

clude that at low power, when the C4F8 depletion is

negligible, the C4F8
�* density increases with power, because

of the increasing electron density; while at high power, the

higher amount of electrons produced cannot counteract the

C4F8 depletion, thus resulting in a decreasing C4F8
�* den-

sity. This explains the non-monotonic variation of the nega-

tive ion density with power at 30 mTorr. The same

explanation also holds true at other pressures, but the power

value at which the maximum negative ion density is reached,

and hence which marks the threshold for significant C4F8

depletion, increases with pressure, which is logical. This

mechanism, predicted by the model, corresponds with the

explanation proposed by Hebner and Abraham in Ref. 19,

but our model gives more details on the mechanism of how

the potential anion precursor species, here the feedstock

C4F8 molecules, influence the negative ion density.

As illustrated in Tables I–III, many electron impact

vibrational excitations exist, for both the feedstock and the

fragmented fc molecules. It is known that these reactions

consume a considerable fraction of the deposited power, by

forming low energy electrons, and the appearance of the low

energy electrons may influence the negative ion behaviour

since the anions are produced by low energy electrons.

Therefore, in Fig. 6, we plot the spatially resolved electron

energy distribution functions (eedfs) for the same power

values as in Fig. 5, in the low energy range of 0–2 eV, at

30 mTorr. Note that these distribution functions are averaged

along the radius, and thus only the axial variation is shown.

It is seen that at low power (500 W) a substantial frac-

tion of low energy electrons exists, and they can be classified

into two groups according to their energy and spatial loca-

tion. The electrons with very low energies, less than 0.2 eV,

are situated in the bulk plasma, while the electrons with

wider energy distribution are found in the heating region

below the coil. Apparently, they are formed by different

mechanisms. The bulk plasma low energy electrons are

formed because at such low power, the discharge is more

localized (cf. Fig. 10(a)), and hence the energy losses of the

bulk electrons through vibrational excitation cannot be

FIG. 4. (a) Product of electron and C4F8 densities, ne� nC4F8
, and (b)

C4F8
�* density versus power at 10, 30, and 50 mTorr, both in arbitrary units

and spatially averaged. The maxima of the density products at 10, 30, and

50 mTorr are 2.44� 1024, 1.80� 1025, and 5.51� 1025 cm�6, respectively.

The C4F8
�* density maxima are 1.11� 1010, 2.68� 1010, and

5.079� 1010 cm�3, respectively. However, all maxima are here set equal to

1, to allow the best comparison of the profiles.
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effectively compensated by the power source. The low

energy electrons in the heating region, on the other hand, are

formed by various inelastic electron collisions with high

energy thresholds.

Upon increasing the power, the proportions of the two

groups of low energy electrons are both reduced, due to

the effect of discharge expansion, which will be revealed in

Sec. III C, as well as due to the high deposited power density.

FIG. 5. Spatial profiles of the density product of electrons and feedstock C4F8 molecules, ne� nC4F8
, at different power values. The pressure is fixed at

30 mTorr.
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Naturally, the presence of low energy electrons is helpful for

the production of negative ions at low powers, especially for

the parent anion production. This may explain why, at 10

and 30 mTorr, the power range in which the C4F8
�* density

increases is wider than the range of the product of electron

and C4F8 densities, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. Note that upon

increasing the power, the absolute electron density increases,

resulting also in an increase of low energy electrons, and this

effect can perhaps dominate over the decrease in the propor-

tion of the eedfs caused by the high power density, as men-

tioned above.

C. Negative ion identification

In this section, we identify the importance of the different

negative ions. The calculated CF3
� anion density is one order

of magnitude lower than the F� density, since there are more

F� production channels (Nos. 1, 3, 4, 6, and 9 in Table IV)

than CF3
� production channels (Nos. 2, 5, and 7). Moreover,

the cross sections of F� production (e.g., reaction No. 1) are

three or four times higher than for CF3
� production (e.g., reac-

tion No. 2),41 and finally, the F� ions can directly be produced

from the feedstock gas (C4F8; see reaction No. 9), which typi-

cally has a higher density than the other precursor molecules.

Furthermore, in the experiments performed for C4F8 plasmas,

the cross sections for the middle mass negative ion produc-

tion, like C2Fx
� and C3Fx

�, were found to be about two orders

lower than for the production of F� and heavy parent anions.12

Hence for simplicity, these anions were not included in our

present model. Therefore, in this section, only the excited

C4F8
�* ions, ground-state C4F8

� ions, and dissociated F� ions

are considered.

Thus, these main negative ions are classified into two

types: being (i) the heavy parent anions, i.e., the sum of

C4F8
�* and C4F8

�, and (ii) the light dissociated anion, F�. The

density ratio of the sum of both parent anions over F�, at the

FIG. 6. Electron energy distribution functions in the low energy range (0–2 eV), averaged over the radial distance, as a function of axial position (z) at different

ICP powers. The pressure is fixed at 30 mTorr.
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three pressures under study, is plotted vs power in Fig. 7. In

most cases, especially at the pressures of 30 and 50 mTorr, the

heavy anions are dominant over the light F� ions, with a den-

sity being up to 10 times higher. However, at higher power,

the difference in densities is reduced for the three different

pressures investigated, and at 10 mTorr and a power

�1200 W, when the C4F8 molecules become significantly

depleted, the F� ions become more important than the parent

anions.

To explain the trends in the different anion composi-

tions, we plot in Figs. 8 and 9 the spatial profiles of the sum

of the C4F8
�* and C4F8

� densities (i.e., the parent anions),

and the F� density, respectively, at 30 mTorr. As seen in

Fig. 8, at low powers, i.e., 500 W and 1100 W, the sum of the

parent ion densities is high in the heating region, i.e., under

the dielectric window. However, at high powers, i.e.,

2000 W and 3000 W, the parent anion densities are high in

the downstream part of the chamber, and they reach a mini-

mum in the heating region. This can be explained from the

precursor molecules, i.e., C4F8, which become more and

more depleted under the dielectric window at high power

(see above and see also Fig. 10, below).

From Fig. 9, on the other hand, it is clear that the F� ion

densities peak under the dielectric window at all powers

investigated, but upon increasing power, the density distribu-

tion becomes more smooth. This is caused by the character-

istic electron density profile, shown in Fig. 10, which

expands towards the downstream chamber due to the C4F8

depletion. Indeed, as mentioned above, both the feedstock

FIG. 8. Spatial profiles of the sum of the C4F8
�* and C4F8

� ion densities, at 500 W, 1100 W, 2000 W, and 3000 W. The pressure is fixed at 30 mTorr.

FIG. 7. Density ratio of the parent anions, i.e., the sum of the C4F8
�* and

C4F8
� ions, to the F� ions, as a function of ICP power, at 10, 30, and 50

mTorr. The densities used to calculate the ratio are spatially averaged

values.
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C4F8 molecules and the fragmented fc (CxFy) species can

produce F� ions, by electron dissociative attachment. Upon

higher power, the feedstock molecules are depleted, while

the fragmented CxFy species become more important and

take the role as precursors for F� production. It is well

known that the CxFy species, like the fc ions, are mainly pro-

duced in the heating region, i.e., under the dielectric window,

since the thresholds of electron impact dissociation are high

and dissociation is thus caused by high energy electrons.

Thus, we can conclude that because of the occurrence of var-

ious F� production reactions and hence the sufficient supply

of reactant species (first C4F8 and at higher power CxFy), an

expanding electron density profile with power will cause an

expanding F� density profile, since the F� production is

determined by the electron profile, rather than being precur-

sor-limited.

The maximum of the parent anion density (cf. Fig. 8) is

only 2.5 times the maximum F� ion density (cf. Fig. 9); how-

ever, the difference is much larger when comparing the spa-

tially averaged values; cf. Fig. 7 above. Indeed, the F� ion

density shows a very local maximum, whereas the sum of the

parent anion densities is more spread out in the entire reactor,

especially at low powers. This is again because of the large

height of ICP reactor, where the downstream volume tempo-

rarily stores the C4F8 molecules for parent attachment. This

effect is more pronounced at high pressure, like 50 mTorr; cf.

Fig. 7. This is quite different with the case of a thin-sheet

CCP source. Indeed, in C4F8 CCPs, it was found that in most

discharge conditions (except for the very low power case17),

the light F� ions dominate in the anion composition.42 Our

simulations reveal that the short axial distance of the CCP re-

actor, together with the short residence time, should be re-

sponsible for the difference in the anion composition of C4F8

sources, due to the lack of storage possibilities for C4F8, espe-

cially in the downstream chamber part.

At low pressure, i.e., 10 mTorr, the parent anions are still

predominant at low power, i.e., �1100 W, but at high power,

the spatially averaged F� density becomes larger than the par-

ent ion density, as is clear from Fig. 7. This is because the

C4F8 molecules are now consumed in the entire chamber and

the anions are now mainly produced by electron dissociative

attachment on CxFy fragments, producing thus mainly F� ions.

D. Validation of the simulations

It should be noted that the above analysis with respect to

the non-monotonic anion density in our simulation is based

on the spatially averaged values. However, the experimental

data related to this behavior were obtained at specific loca-

tions. So, to validate our simulations in more detail, in this

FIG. 9. Spatial profiles of the F� density at 500 W, 1100 W, 2000 W, and 3000 W. The pressure is fixed at 30 mTorr.
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section we compare the negative ion density with experimen-

tal data at similar conditions, although it should be realized

that the reactor size in our work is larger than in the experi-

ment in Ref. 19, and our range of power values is also larger.

More specifically, the ICP reactor in the experimental setup

of Ref. 19 has a height of 3.8 cm and a radius of 5.5 cm,

yielding a volume of about 361 cm3 or 0.361 l. In our simula-

tions, the reactor height and radius are both 15 cm, yielding a

volume of about 10.6 l. The power in Ref. 19 is in the range

of 0.1–2 kW, while it is 0.2–4 kW in our simulations. Thus,

the power density in Ref. 19 is in the order of 0.3–1.1 kW/l,

which is higher than in our simulations (0.02–0.38 kW/l). On

FIG. 10. Spatial profiles of the electron density ne (a)–(c) and the C4F8 density nfeedstock (d)–(f) at 500 W, 2000 W, and 3000 W. The pressure is fixed at

30 mTorr.
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the other hand, the calculated mean free path of electrons

(about 0.13 cm) and ions (about 0.72 cm) in the background

gas C4F8 are much smaller than the chamber dimensions, in

both our simulations and the experiments, so the main heat-

ing mechanism in both cases is Ohmic heating. To conclude,

the comparison of the two sets of data, even probed at the

same spatial location, is still only based on roughly the same

condition. However, we do not expect that this difference

influences the final conclusion to a large extent, as analyzed

below.

To allow a better comparison with the experiment,19 we

focus on the simulated anion density profiles at 10 mTorr,

from which the densities of the individual anions, the total

anion, and electron density at the position of 1 cm above the

wafer are probed. These results are plotted in Fig. 11. Note

that the non-monotonic variation of the total anion density

with power at roughly the same conditions is indeed captured

by the model, even though some differences between the simu-

lated and experimental curves are observed. In particular, the

experimental total negative ion density is somewhat higher

than the calculated value. Moreover, the experimental negative

ion density is symmetric relative to its maximum, which is

more consistent with the spatially averaged anion density as

illustrated in Fig. 3(a). We believe that the differences are

caused by the larger reactor used in our work, as compared

with Ref. 19. Naturally, the storage effect of feedstock gas in

the ICP reactor, as revealed above, will be more important as

the reactor becomes larger. Correspondingly, the spatial varia-

tion of the anion density will be more significant. This can

somehow explain the asymmetric feature of the calculated total

anion density. In other words, in a smaller reactor, the anion

behavior at a certain position corresponds better with the vol-

ume averaged value. Finally, also the calculated and measured

electron density variations as a function of power are very sim-

ilar, although the absolute values are clearly different, which is

again attributed to the larger reactor size in the calculations.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the negative ion behavior in a C4F8 ICP

source is investigated using a hybrid model. The total

negative ion density and the densities of the main anions

are presented as a function of the applied power at different

pressures. The ground state C4F8
� density is higher than the

excited C4F8
�* density, but as the C4F8

�* ions are the pre-

cursors for the C4F8
� ground state ions, they determine the

general trend of the total anion behavior. The model pre-

dicts a non-monotonic variation of the total negative ion

density at low and intermediate pressure (10–30 mTorr),

which is in agreement with experiments that were con-

ducted in different fc plasma sources.19,20 This behavior is

explained from the dominant source of excited C4F8
�*, i.e.,

electron parent attachment of C4F8. Indeed, the product of

electron and C4F8 densities exhibits the same trend upon

increasing power. The drop in negative ion density with

power above a certain power value is caused by the deple-

tion in the feedstock C4F8 molecule density, which is not

compensated by the higher electron density. At low pres-

sure, the C4F8 depletion is more pronounced, and thus the

C4F8
�* (and total negative ion) density peaks at lower

power. At high pressure (50 mTorr), the C4F8
�* (and total

negative ion) density monotonically increases with power

within the investigated power range, which is similar to fc

ccp sources. Besides, the role of the electron kinetics in

determining the anion behavior is discussed, and it is found

that the presence of low energy electrons by vibrational ex-

citation enhances the anion production at low power.

Furthermore, the negative ion composition is identified in

this paper. The parent anion densities (i.e., the sum of

C4F8
�* and C4F8

�) are typically up to one order of magni-

tude higher than the F� density, especially at high pressure

(30–50 mTorr), but the difference becomes smaller at

higher power. The dominance of parent anions is because

of the larger ICP reactor size, enabling to store the C4F8

precursor molecules. This is quite different with the C4F8

CCP case where the light F� ions are more predominant.

Only at low pressure (10 mTorr) and high power, the F�

ions become dominant. This is because in this special case,

the C4F8 molecules are depleted in the whole chamber vol-

ume. Finally, a detailed comparison of our simulation

results with the experiments at roughly the same conditions

is illustrated.
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FIG. 11. Calculated densities of individual anions, as well as the total anion

and electron density, probed at 1 cm above the wafer of the chamber, as a

function of the ICP power, at 10 mTorr.
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APPENDIX: MAIN EQUATIONS APPLIED IN THE
HYBRID MODEL

Here, we present the main equations that are used in the

three basic modules of the hybrid plasma equipment model

(HPEM).

1. Fluid kinetics module

In the fluid kinetics simulation, the mass, momentum,

and energy conservation equations of all charged and neu-

trals species are solved. The electron, ion, and neutral equa-

tions are given separately. Besides, the electrostatic fields

that are produced by the net spatial charge density are calcu-

lated by the Poisson equation.

a. Electron equations

@ne

@t
þr � Ce ¼ Re; (A1)

Ce ¼ �
r nekTeð Þ

me�en
� ene

me�en
Es: (A2)

The electron mass and momentum equations are expressed

in Eqs. (A1) and (A2). The electron energy equation is not

included here since the electron temperature is calculated

directly in the Monte Carlo module. Due to the low mass,

the drift-diffusion approximation is used for the momentum

equation. Here, ne is the electron density, Ce is the electron

flux density, me is the electron mass, Te is the electron tem-

perature, k is the Boltzmann constant, �en is the electron col-

lision frequency with neutrals, Es is the electrostatic field,

and Re is the source term of electron density.

b. Ion equations

@ni

@t
þr � niui ¼ Ri; (A3)

@nimiui

@t
þr � nimiuiuið Þ ¼ �r kniTið Þ þ eniEs �Mi; (A4)

@ niciTið Þ
@t

þr � niuiciTið Þ

¼ r � jrTi � Pir � ui þ
niq

2
i vi

mi �2
i þ x2

� �E2
h þ

niq
2
i

mi�i
E2

s þ Ei:

(A5)

For the ions, the full set of conservation equations for

mass, momentum, and energy are used, as shown in Eqs.

(A3)–(A5). In the momentum equation, Eq. (A4), besides for

the inertia term and convective term at the left hand side, the

pressure gradient, electrostatic field acceleration, and mo-

mentum transfer due to collisions with other species are

included in the right hand side (rhs). Here, the expression of

Mi is
P

n
mn

miþmn
ninnð�ti � �tnÞ�in, where the sum is based on

all considered neutral species n, mi, and mn are the masses of

the ion and neutral, ni and nn are the densities of the ion and

neutral, �ti and �tn are the mean speeds of the ion and neutral,

and �in is the elastic collision frequency between the ion and

the neutral. For the energy equation, Eq. (A5), the first and

second terms of the rhs denote the thermal conductivity and

compressive heating. The Joule heating from the electromag-

netic field and electrostatic field are also considered for the

ions, and they are represented by the third and fourth terms

of the rhs, respectively. The final term of Eq. (A5) represents

the energy transfer caused by the elastic collisions and the

charge exchange collisions of ions with other particles.

Here, the expression of Ei is
P

n 3 mn

miþmn
ninnkðTn � TiÞ�in

�
P

n 3ninnRinkTi, where Ti and Tn are the temperature of

the ion and neutral, k is the Boltzmann constant, and Rin is

the charge exchange collision frequency between the ion and

the neutral. The other variables have the same meaning as

above. For more details of the expressions of Mi and Ei, we

refer to Ref. 23.

c. Neutral equations

@nn

@t
þr � nnun ¼ Rn; (A6)

@nnmnun

@t
þr � nnmnununð Þ ¼ �r knnTnð Þ � r � p$ þMn;

(A7)

@ nncnTnð Þ
@t

þr � nnuncnTnð Þ ¼ r � jrTn þ�Pnr � un þ En:

(A8)

For the neutral kinetics, the same set of fluid equations, Eqs.

(A6)–(A8), are used. However, due to the fact that the neu-

tral densities are generally two orders higher than the ion

densities, the viscous effect, represented by the second term

of the rhs in Eq. (A7), is taken into account. Besides, the

electrostatic field acceleration and the Joule heating term are

excluded from the momentum and energy equations.

d. Poisson equation

r2u r; zð Þ ¼ �
e

e0

ni � neð Þ;

Es ¼ �ru: (A9)

The Poisson equation, Eq. (A9), is used to solve the electro-

static field caused by the net charge density. We used a con-

stant mesh size of 0.2 cm in the axial and radial direction.

This value is much larger than the Debye length, which is in

the order of 0.002 cm at the conditions under study, but this

is considered not to be a problem in hybrid models.43–46

2. Electromagnetic module

The inductively coupled plasma source can be per-

formed in two modes: E and H modes. In this paper, only the

H discharge mode, sustained by the azimuthal component

Eh, is considered. Moreover, the harmonic approximation is

used, i.e., the temporal variations of the electromagnetic
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fields are in the form of expðixtÞ. With this approximation,

the whole set of Maxwellian equations is reduced to a com-

plex wave equation, i.e.,

r2Ehðr; zÞ ¼ ixl0rðr; zÞEhðr; zÞ; (A10)

where EH is the complex amplitude of the azimuthal compo-

nent of the electric field. The amplitude is obtained by solv-

ing Eq. (A10) within the whole reactor using the method of

successive-over-relaxation in cylindrical coordinates. The

boundary conditions are obtained by assuming that the walls

of the chamber and the wafer holder are perfectly metallic,

while the reactor center is the symmetry axis.

3. Electron Monte Carlo module

At the beginning of the MC simulation, the initial veloc-

ities of the simulated electrons are randomly selected from a

Maxwellian distribution and the simulated particles are

stochastically distributed over the discharge region. The tra-

jectories of the electrons are followed in the position and

phase space according to Newton’s laws by the inductive

EM field and electrostatic field. The description of the

electron-neutral collisions is based on the null collision tech-

nique. To speed up the numerical efficiency, the trajectories

of each simulated particle are separately updated by the

Newton’s laws with individual timesteps. The statistics

collected at each advancing step of all particles are used to

calculate the EEDF at each position in the reactor. The spa-

tial profiles of the transport and reaction rate coefficients and

of the electron temperature are all integrated from these

EEDFs, as shown in Eq. (A11)

kr r; zð Þ ¼
ð1

0

f e; r; zð Þ �
2e
me

� �1=2

rr eð Þde;

Te r; zð Þ ¼
ð1

0

f e; r; zð Þ � ede:

(A11)
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